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ourse Description

ourse overview:
Using wood as a primary medium, students will provided an in-depth experience in design perception, personal and theatrical
context, aesthetic valuing, creative expression, as well as practical and career applications by designing and making projects
using appropriate materials related to assigned and student selected projects. Wood Tech is part of a sequence of courses in
design engineering, construction, cabinet making and technical theater pathways. The purpose of this course is to provide
students with a foundation of knowledge, skills and experience in the elements of wood technology principles of design that
would advance them toward further education toward a career in a skilled position related to a variety of career options.

ourse content:
Introduction to Wood Tech and Related Careers and Employment with a focus on Stage Craft and Technical Theater

Within this unit students are given an overview of working in woods technology and the related career ﬁelds connected
with the skills that will be advanced in the course from Wood A/B. In particular, students will explore career options related
to the entertainment industry. Students will choose a career ﬁeld to research and produce a report. The report will consist
of entry level requirements, advancement opportunities, possible pay ranges, technical skills required, academic skills
required, tools used and their cost, technical schools or higher education possibilities, and job placement predictions.

 Unit Assignment(s):
A completed report will be produced in two forms. The ﬁrst form will be a completed research paper and the second form
will be an electronic presentation such as a MicroSoft PowerPoint, Apple KeyNote or Prezi that will then be presented to
the class.

Workplace and Shop or Lab Safety Practices and Introduction to Stagecraft and the PAC Auditorium

Students will receive instruction in safety practices in a shop or lab, in the PAC facility and related to a construction work
area Safety related to hand tool use and an introduction to power tool safety will also be addressed in this unit. Speciﬁc and
detailed safety instruction related to power tools will be provided during the course as the tools are needed for speciﬁc
projects. Students will be instructed about Cal-OSHA requirements and practices. Students will practice general shop
safety skills required to work and create a safe working environment. Part of this practice applies to safe work etiquette,
good housekeeping and cleanliness of the work areas, safe and appropriate use of hand tools. Shop safety procedures will
emphasize working with and transporting sharp materials and tools such as saws, chisels, nails, ﬁles, etc…

 Unit Assignment(s):

Students will be required to pass a general safety procedures test before being allowed to work in the shop or lab. Students
will be required to pass speciﬁc written and practical use safety tests related to each power tool before being allowed to
operate them. Students will also produce a safety poster or electronic presentation for a speciﬁc assigned safety practice.

Principles of Design, Measurement and Project Planning to include Theater Personnel and Operations

Students will be instructed about diﬀerent wood joints and fastener options for construction of a project. Project joint
strength and structural integrity will be addressed. Students will be instructed in the standard and metric measurement
systems. The measurement instruction will include a review of fractions and decimals, mixed numbers, common
denominators, adding, subtracting, multiplying, dividing, scaling, reading a ruler and tape measure to the nearest 1/16th of
an inch for the standard system and millimeter in the metric system. Students (working in teams as a “set crew”) will be
provided with a working drawing and project plan documentation (bill of materials and cut list) for a “skill frame” or other
project learning activity. Student teams will select from provided materials to complete the required activity. Theater
personnel hierarchy will be covered as well as stage crew operations. The PAC sound system and light rigging will also be
introduced.

 Unit Assignment(s):
Student teams will create a “skill frame” (or other assigned project) to demonstrate safe work practices, wood joinery as
well as appropriate measurement applications. Students will be provided with a working drawing that they must read and
interpret to create the project. Students will demonstrate safe hand tool practices as well as their understanding of applied
math concepts in measurement. While producing the project students will communicate with the instructor using
appropriate trade terminology and demonstrating proper use of hand tools and practices, with safety as a paramount goal.

Creating a Working Drawing and Using CAD to Produce Project Plans (Scenic Elements and Set Construction)

Using the skill frame example and instructions from unit 3 students will select a project related to the PAC (such as ﬂats,
platforms, wagons, stairs…) for which they will create working drawings. The detailed project plans must include accurate
measurement and joinery information. Students can work as individuals or in groups of 2 or 3. If working in groups,
students must keep a log of who completed the speciﬁc parts of the project. As an introduction to CAD and computer 3-D
drawing programs, Students will physically examine and measure a part of the classroom, production set piece and its
related objects to sketch on graph paper and transition into the computer. Using a step by step guide the student will
recreate the assigned classroom selection or set piece in the computer 3-D drawing program.

 Unit Assignment(s):

Students will select a project from a provided list to create a scaled working drawing with labeled measurements on graph
paper. The student will then take the graded paper drawing and create a 3-D electronic version using a computer program
such as SketchUp or Solid Works. Student teams will then create a model, prototype or full size piece for their assigned
element.

Creating a Model or Prototype and a Written Proposal for Client/Instructor (Design & Practical Applications Lighting, Sets, &
Sound)

Using the working drawings for a set or prop piece, the project will be scaled up or down to create a model of appropriate
size of the project from the previous 2 units. The model and supporting documentation will be presented to the
client/instructor for ﬁnal approval to build a full-size prototype or ﬁnished product of the actual project. Working is teams
this project could include Lighting a production, creating a set, creating props, and setting up a sound system.

 Unit Assignment(s):
Using cardboard, balsa wood or other materials students will create a scaled model of a project. Students will use or create
a working drawing and/or CAD drawing to follow the projects’ design and dimensions but at a scaled version. OR- Create a
lighting plot & successfully connect stage lighting ﬁxtures for use in a production, pass a practical exercise using the
lighting controls, pass a practical exercise using the sound system controls, successfully patch equipment for use from
stage to sound porch.

Estimating Project Cost and Materials (Performance Application I)

Students will be introduced to a spread sheet program such as MicroSoft Excel, Google Sheets, or Apple Numbers to create
supporting documentation to accompany the working plans created in Unit 4. Students will consider and discuss diﬀerent
material and fastener/joinery options for the appropriate application to best build their project. The supporting
documentation will be completed after a set of materials and assembly elements have been chosen.

 Unit Assignment(s):
Using the projects from Unit 4 students will create a bill of materials and cut list. Using the internet, students will look up
diﬀerent material options and gather pricing from 3 diﬀerent vender sources to calculate the best total price for the
project. Using a chosen set of materials and assembly elements the students will calculate a ﬁnal overall cost.

Building a Full-Size Product (Performance Application II)

Upon approval of the documentation and model presentation of the projects from unit 4 students will build the full-size
project. At this point the students will demonstrate mastery of work place safety procedures and precautions. Students will
demonstrate mastery of wood fabrication processes as well as material choices, the applications of joinery methods,
fastening choices, and ﬁnishing processes to complete and deliver the end product. The instructor and if applicable the
client will determine the overall grade for the project. While the ﬁnal evaluation for a grade is the instructor’s
responsibility, the instructor will seek feedback from the client and as a part of the course students will evaluate each
other’s projects using a provided rubric.

 Unit Assignment(s):
Students will demonstrate mastery of wood fabrication processes as well as material choices, the applications of joinery
methods, fastening choices, and ﬁnishing processes to complete and deliver the end product. The instructor and if
applicable the client will determine the overall grade for the project.

Final or Capstone Project (Performance Application III)

Students will use all of the elements from this course to design and create student selected projects. The selection can be a
personal project that the student is responsible for purchasing the materials. Or, the project can be selected from an
instructor provided list for which the organization or client would be responsible for purchasing the materials. A student
may also have his or her own client for whom they complete this project. A complete set of design and working drawings
with all supporting documentation will be a required part of the project. Also, a model will be provided and a signed
agreement/approval for the ﬁnal design and plans for projects must be presented to the instructor before the full-size
project can be started. All parts from design to the ﬁnished piece will be evaluated for the ﬁnal grade.

 Unit Assignment(s):
Students working individually or in teams will design and build a speciﬁc project. While the ﬁnal evaluation for a grade is
the instructor’s responsibility, as a part of the course students will evaluate each other’s projects using a provided rubric.
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